Abstract-We compute the second support weight distribution of the Kasami codes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The support weight distribution (SWD) of linear codes was introduced by Helleseth, Kløve, and Mykkeltveit [1] . From the SWD of a single code, they were able to determine the weight distribution of a corresponding infinite class of codes. After the introduction of the related weight hierarchy in [2] , this problem received renewed interest, and in recent years, the SWD's of particular codes [3] , [4] and dual codes [5] - [7] have been studied. In this correspondence, we give a short and simple calculation of the second SWD of the Kasami codes.
II. PRELIMINARIES Let
(q) be the finite field of q elements and (q) n a vector space of dimension n with a fixed coordinate basis. An [n; k] code C over (q) is a k-dimensional subspace of (q) n . For any vector x x x 2 (q), the support (x x x) is defined as the set of coordinate positions where x x x is nonzero. For a subset S (q) n , the support (S) is the union of supports of the members of S. The weight w(x x x) or w(S) of an element or a set is the cardinality of its support. It is well known that The weight hierarchy of Km was studied in [8] , and we will need several lemmas therefrom. Let 2 (Q 
Setting u = 2 z and multiplying by 2 , we get that (1) is equivalent to
0018-9448/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE The subcode D is chosen by the following procedure. The number of subcodes with three words of weight d1 is computed as To find the weight for each subcode type, and thereby to find the SWD, we need the following lemma. Observe that types w 1 :w 1 :w 1 and w 1 :d 1 :m 1 have the same support weight, whereas the other types have distinct weights. Adding the different cases, we obtain the following theorem. Table I .
We have verified the second SWD for some small Kasami codes by computer, and these numbers are shown in Table II .
It appears to be more difficult to determine higher order support weight distributions completely. The most difficult case is probably when all the i are distinct. For instance, studying a three-dimensional subcode, we have one nonzero word in V and two words in each of three cosets V + c c c(a 1 ; 0), V + c c c(a 2 ; 0), and V + c c c(a 1 + a 2 ; 0). Since only three out of the six coset points may be chosen freely, it is not obvious how to divine the weights of the remaining three. Maybe it can be done in combination with other methods.
